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Abstract: Many researchers studying subjective wellbeing (SWB) understand SWB as a concept that is close to Bentham’s notion of happiness. This conception of happiness is philosophically controversial, because it treats pleasure as a homogenous experience. I analyze an important deviation from Bentham in John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism and its relevance for SWB research: qualitative differences in pleasurable experiences. I argue that in cases where lives involving qualitatively different experiences are compared, Mill’s qualitative perspective is incompatible with an important assumption in the SWB literature: that happiness can be meaningfully rated by people on a scale. I illustrate the problem by means of the question of whether becoming a parent makes people happier. I analyze whether the problem can be avoided on alternative views of happiness, but argue that on all plausible accounts of happiness, the problem persists. I conclude that the problem it poses for self-reported happiness is genuine and should be acknowledged by SWB researchers. I end by discussing the ways in which this conclusion can help the study of happiness move forward.
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1. Introduction: Happiness and subjective wellbeing

“Taking all things together, how happy would you say you are?” (European social survey). If you answer this question – on a scale from 0-10 – with a high number, and you answer it faithfully, is your life going well for you? This question, and variations thereof, is the key measurement instrument defining the concept of subjective wellbeing (SWB) – a popular approach to the measurement of wellbeing in the social sciences. Not every SWB researcher would answer the question with a clear “yes,” but many believe that SWB can capture happiness, and that happiness is, in the very least, an important part of wellbeing (e.g. Kesebir & Diener, 2008). Many researchers seem to understand SWB as a concept that is close to Bentham’s notion of happiness (see Fleurbaey & Blanchet, 2013). In fact, explicit references to Bentham’s philosophy are not at all rare in the SWB literature (e.g. Kahneman, Wakker, & Sarin, 1997; Kahneman et al., 2004; Veenhoven, 2010; Dolan & Metcalfe, 2012). The particular conception of happiness that social scientists use is closely connected with the question of how

1 By “wellbeing” I mean prudential value: how well a life is going for the person whose life it is (Sumner 1996, 20).
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– if at all – happiness can be measured. On Bentham’s hedonistic perspective, measuring happiness by means of asking people about their experiences seems a straightforward methodology.

Bentham understands happiness as a unidimensional quality of experience. On this view, it seems plausible that people are able to recognize and evaluate their own happiness. Nevertheless, Bentham’s hedonism is quite controversial in philosophy for its treatment of pleasure (e.g. Nussbaum, 2004; cf. Tännsjö, 2007). Much criticism of the SWB approach about the measurement of happiness or wellbeing seems to have focused on the unsatisfactory features of the hedonist conception of happiness underlying the approach in one way or another (O’Neill, 2006; Nussbaum, 2008; Sen, 2008; Raibley, 2012; Fleurbaey & Blanchet, 2013; Stewart, 2014; Crespo & Mesurado, 2014). In a critical essay of the hedonistic foundation of positive psychology, Martha Nussbaum writes: “Modern psychology follows Bentham. Indeed, Kahneman explicitly traces his own conception of ‘hedonic flow’ to Bentham (see, for example, Kahneman and Krueger 2006, p. 4). And yet, is Bentham correct?” (2008, S82). Nussbaum certainly believes that Bentham was not, and represents many fellow philosophers in this.

One way in which hedonism can be made more acceptable to those who oppose the view is by moving towards a qualified version of hedonism, such as John Stuart Mill’s view on happiness (Mill, 1871; see e.g. Sen, 2006; Nussbaum 2008). Mill retained Bentham’s view that happiness is constituted by pleasure, but departed from Bentham by suggesting that pleasures – that is, pleasurable experiences – do not only differ in terms of duration and intensity, but also differ qualitatively. Because Mill’s view on happiness seems more plausible to critics by virtue of its more nuanced treatment of pleasure, his view on happiness is sometimes proposed as a more attractive alternative (e.g. Nussbaum, 2008). By virtue of its more nuanced treatment of pleasure, Mill’s account seems to provide a more attractive and plausible basis to serve as a foundation for the study of happiness. However, Mill’s view also makes happiness more difficult to measure. As I will argue, there is a perspective in Mill’s view on happiness that problematizes the orthodoxy within the SWB literature to use self-reports as measures of happiness, particularly in cases where qualitatively different lives are compared. In this essay, I will analyze this perspective and its relevance for SWB research. I illustrate the problem Mill’s perspective poses with the example of SWB research on the happiness of parents compared to the childless. I argue that the perspective does not rely on a metaphysically demanding interpretation of Mill’s qualitative hedonism, but is based on a simple and plausible assumption about the quality of experience. While on some conceptions of happiness it may seem plausible that people have the ability to evaluate their happiness independently of the kind of experiences they have already had, I argue that Mill’s rejection of this idea is convincing and compatible with a variety of views on happiness. Hence, it raises serious doubts that SWB can capture happiness in a satisfactory fashion, particularly in cases where lives with qualitatively different experiences are compared.

Sections 2 and 3 are preliminaries. In section 2, a necessary condition for measuring happiness by means of self-reported SWB measures is discussed, and in section 3, Mill’s qualitative perspective on pleasure is presented. Section 4 presents the main argument: Mill’s qualitative perspective on happiness is plausible, but creates doubt it can be measured by self-reports. Section 5 discusses the example of SWB research on the effect of parenting on happiness. Objections and the relevance of Mill’s perspective for alternative views on the

2 I follow Schmidt-Petri (2006) here in making a distinction between “a pleasure” and “pleasure” in Mill.
3 To Bentham, pleasures – meaning pleasurable experiences – also differ in other categories that seem to be less central here: certainty, propinquity, fecundity, purity and extent.
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nature of happiness are discussed in sections 6 and 7 respectively. In section 8, I discuss the relationship between this argument and another objection to SWB: the adaptation problem. Section 9 concludes and discusses implications for future happiness research.

2. Measuring SWB

There is a large variety of SWB research. Nevertheless, we can say that SWB roughly comes in two types of constructs, which are sometimes considered to be similar in meaning, and sometimes considered to be different views on what SWB should capture: life satisfaction and happiness (e.g. Veenhoven, 2010; Hansen, 2012). On the Benthamite view, SWB captures pleasurable – or enjoyable⁴ – experiences in life, and many SWB researchers would see an evaluation of enjoyable experiences in life to be a very similar exercise to evaluating satisfaction with life⁵ (e.g. MacKerron, 2012). However, some researchers do take life satisfaction to be an altogether different conception of happiness (see Haybron, 2007b for a discussion), and thereby deviate from the Benthamite underpinnings I have thus far described. It is also common to understand life satisfaction as a whole different concept from happiness altogether. For the purposes of simplicity, I will focus my attention on SWB research that aims to capture a hedonistic notion of happiness. However, in section 6 I will address some of the implications of the argument for research aimed at capturing life satisfaction conceptions of happiness as well.

The study of subjective wellbeing is not necessarily committed to the view that subjective wellbeing is a sufficiently good measure of wellbeing simpliciter, though many authors are (see, Angner 2010). What the field of study is committed to is the view that subjective experiences, or attitudes towards life, can be meaningfully rated on a scale with a reasonably limited amount of error⁶ (e.g. Ferrer-i-Carbonell, 2002). This does not imply that someone with a higher self-reported happiness rating is necessarily happier than someone with a lower rating (see Angner, 2013); people may be imperfect in their judgment. People may make mistakes. However, in order for SWB to capture happiness, it is required that these errors occur randomly – in other words, that they are not structural. The precise formulation of this requirement may depend on the kind of comparison of SWB that is made. But consider, for example, that we want to compare two different groups. A significant share of one group may be overly-optimistic about their subjective wellbeing, such that two equally happy people would rate their happiness differently, due to such optimism. For example, if educated people tend to interpret a happiness scale differently than others, we may draw the wrong conclusions about the effect of education on happiness. In that case, SWB would be an unsatisfactory measure of happiness. More generally, in order to draw conclusions from self-reported SWB data on happiness, errors of this sort – reporting errors – need to be random. We can formulate this as follows:

**Ratability:** In order for a self-reported measure of subjective wellbeing to be meaningful, people need to be able to rate their subjective wellbeing – be it

---

⁴ Bentham uses the word “pleasure,” but modern formulations of hedonism often replace “pleasurable” by “enjoyable” (Crisp, 2006) to de-emphasize the connotation with bodily pleasures. I will use the two terms interchangeably throughout the article.

⁵ Ruut Veenhoven, for instance, writes: “Satisfaction is also the subjective experience Jeremy Bentham had in mind”.

⁶ George MacKerron, for instance, writes: “SWB data consist, more or less by definition, of the aggregated self-reports of individuals—what people say about themselves when asked” (2012, 708).
happiness or life satisfaction – such that reporting errors do not occur structurally. In other words, different people – or, alternatively, people over time – may evaluate the same level of happiness differently, but these deviations should not have any relevant structural patterns.

3. Mill and qualitative hedonism

Hedonism is the view that happiness is constituted by the balance of pleasurable experience over painful experience. Hedonism as a theory of wellbeing additionally holds that wellbeing is constituted by happiness. This latter view is particularly controversial in philosophy\(^7\), but as a view about happiness, hedonism is quite popular (see Haybron, 2005). Bentham, as well as Mill, held both views of hedonism, but for the present purpose we will focus on hedonism as a view on the nature of happiness. While both hedonists, Mill’s view deviates from Bentham with respect to the nature of pleasure. Bentham’s view on happiness is characterized by the idea that pleasure is a homogenous sensation which is shared by all pleasurable experiences (Sumner, 1996; Nussbaum, 2004; 2008; Crisp, 2006). This feature is central to its appeal to happiness researchers. If pleasure is, indeed, a homogenous sensation, it seems plausible that it can be readily detected, and, consequently, rated by people. Moreover, the homogeneity of Bentham’s view on pleasure seems to play an important role in its liberalism with respect to pleasure, such as illustrated in his well-known view that there is nothing particularly better about poetry compared to pushpin. Nevertheless, there are two problems with Bentham’s account of happiness as constituted by homogenous sensation.

Firstly, Bentham’s homogenous hedonism is vulnerable to the problem that there are certain experiences that we would call enjoyable that feel very different from typical enjoyable experiences – for example, enjoyment from masochism, or from running a marathon. But there are also less trivial examples, such as Fred Feldman’s (2010) example of a woman who gives birth. While she is feeling ecstatic about holding her newborn in her arms, she is also in deep physical pain. What these examples show is that pleasure does not seem to share any specific phenomenological trait.

Another problem for a homogenous view of pleasure is that on that view, any pleasurable experience can be equated with a certain amount of another pleasurable experience to produce the same amount of pleasure. In other words, while someone who likes poetry may find it more enjoyable than pushpin, as long as she enjoys pushpin as well, at some point a large amount of pushpin will be more enjoyable than some amount of poetry. This can lead to deeply counter-intuitive conclusions. One well-known counter-example illustrating this problem is the example of the long oyster life (Crisp, 2006). While an oyster may only experience some pleasure, a very long oyster life would have to be more pleasurable than a human life that lasts eighty years. If it is not, the life of the oyster can be extended, such that at some point, the pleasure enjoyed in the oyster’s life must compensate for the more intense pleasure of a human life. Many find the conclusion that the very long life of an oyster is more enjoyable than a normal human life counter-intuitive.

\(^7\) The most widely discussed argument against this view is the experience machine objection, originally formulated by Robert Nozick (1974; cf. Kawall, 1999; Silverstein, 2000; Weijers, 2011; see Weijers & Schouten, 2013 for a contemporary discussion). The argument is based on the following example: consider a machine which you could plug in that would create a virtual world for you in which you would have the most amazing experiences. Someone in this machine would have incredibly pleasurable experiences, and would be happy, but, Nozick argues, would not lead an enviable life.
These problems for Bentham’s account resonate in some of the criticism on the conceptual framework employed by SWB researchers. Nussbaum, for instance, writes: “The apparent fact that pleasures differ in quality, that the pleasure of steak eating is quite different from the pleasure of listening to Mahler’s Tenth, bothered Bentham not at all; he does not discuss such examples” (2008, 83; see Crespo & Mesurado, 2014 for similar worries).

Mill was aware of such criticisms of hedonism – in particular, by the problem that any pleasure can be compensated for by some amount of another pleasure – and addresses them in Utilitarianism. Mill believed that many classical hedonist theories were able to deal with such objections to some extent by arguing that mental pleasures were better than bodily pleasures in terms of “permanency, safety, uncostliness, etc.” (Mill, 1871, 56). However, Mill believed that such solutions were not sufficiently able to distinguish higher and lower experiences, such as that of a human life, and that of an oyster. Mill argued that there is a difference in kind between some pleasures in life: “It would be absurd that while, in estimating all other things, quality is considered as well as quantity, the estimation of pleasures should be supposed to depend on quantity alone” (56). Intuitively, there is something very attractive about Mill’s account of happiness. The experience of climbing Kilimanjaro does not only differ from a day of playing board games in the amount and intensity of pleasure involved, the experience also seems qualitatively different. In a recent defense, Roger Crisp (2006) argues that what all such different enjoyable experiences share is that they are enjoyable, but that apart from that, they may all feel different.

There are different interpretations of how Mill’s view should be made more precise. While it is clear that Mill believed that some pleasures were qualitatively different from others, there is a variety of views on why that is. In particular, there is much debate about the question of whether Mill’s qualitative hedonism implies that a pleasure of a certain quality is preferred to any amount of pleasures of a lower quality. In other words, are qualitatively different pleasures lexicographically ordered? In Utilitarianism, Mill attempts to clarify his meaning of qualitative difference by reference to competent judges:

“If one of two [pleasures] is, by those who are competently acquainted with both, placed so far above the other that they prefer it, even though knowing it to be attended with a greater amount of discontent, and would not resign it for any quantity of the other pleasure which their nature is capable of, we are justified in ascribing to the preferred enjoyment a superiority in quality, so far outweighing quantity as to render it, in comparison, of small account.” (1871, 56)

On the classical view of interpreting Mill – the lexicographical view – the passage is read as explaining a lexicographical difference between qualitatively different pleasures (Riley, 2003; see Booher, 2007). On this view, the pleasure experienced from higher pleasures can never be compensated by any amount of lower pleasures. This view is wedded to the idea that pleasurable experiences are intrinsically different from each other with respect to the pleasure they produce (Schmidt-Petri, 2006). On the lexicographical view, either higher pleasures feel infinitely better, or they simply are infinitely more pleasurable than lower pleasures for other reasons. Jonathan Riley (1999; 2003) defends the view. The view is controversial because it begs the question of what it is about pleasures that makes them qualitatively different. Surely some experiences feel different in kind, but why would we assume that some are of such a higher quality that they are lexicographically ordered with respect to pleasure? Reading poetry does not really seem to feel infinitely more pleasurable than pushpin. However, if poetry is infinitely better despite not feeling infinitely better, the view seems to deviate from hedonism (Scarre, 1997). Riley (1999) argues that some experiences do indeed feel infinitely more pleasurable than
others. While such a defense is internally consistent, it relies heavily on the existence of an infinite difference of pleasure in felt experiences, a view that is highly contestable.

A second reading – the epistemological view – is provided by Christoph Schmidt-Petri (2003; 2006; but also Booher, 2007; Crisp, 2006; see also Saunders, 2011 for a discussion). In his view, Mill’s qualitatively different pleasures need not imply that the higher pleasures are preferred to any amount of lower pleasures. A higher pleasure is definitely a lot more pleasurable than a lower one, but that does not mean that their difference in pleasure needs to be considered lexicographic. In Schmidt-Petri’s account, Mill’s passage suggests that if competent judges prefer one pleasure over an infinite amount of another pleasure, they are justified in ascribing a difference in quality between the pleasurable experiences, but it need not imply that any qualitative difference means that the experiences are infinitely more – or less – pleasurable. Schmidt-Petri understands Mill’s passage as making an epistemological point: people who have not experienced higher pleasures are not able to appreciate them and compare them to lower pleasures. Some enjoyable experiences last equally long, and are equally intense as other experiences, but nevertheless produce more pleasure. The only way to learn whether this is the case is to experience both and judge.

In short, while there are two radically different interpretations of Mill’s views on qualitative differences in pleasure, both views consider a person who has not experienced a certain pleasure to be in a disadvantaged position to evaluate it. We can call this the qualitative view of pleasure, or more generally, the Qualitative View of Experiences (QVE).

**QVE:** There are differences in the quality of experiences, and the variety of qualities of experience we have had influences the way we evaluate them. Two experiences that are of a different quality can only be fully evaluated by someone who has experienced both.

A person who has not fully experienced higher pleasures may believe her life is happy. But, as the addendum to Mill’s famous passage cited in the epigraph illustrates: Mill believes that a person who has only experienced lower pleasures is in a bad position to make a comparison of happiness between the higher and lower pleasures. For Mill, this has an important implication for people’s own perceptions of their happiness, or for the importance of their sense of satisfaction. Mill argues: “Whoever supposes that … the superior being, in anything like equal circumstances, is not happier than the inferior, confounds the two very different ideas, of happiness, and content” (57). A person can be content, feel satisfied, and believe herself to be happy, but when this is based on having pleasurable experiences of a low quality, her happiness may not weigh up against the higher quality experiences of a person who does not feel quite as satisfied, and does not believe herself to be happy.

Mill’s language may be archaic and elitist. But consider the example of someone who has never been in a committed relationship. She may believe it to be dull and restrictive, and be perfectly satisfied with the situation as it is. Mill’s perspective indicates that it may happen that – if being in a committed relationship is a higher pleasure for her – after being in such a relationship, she learns that it is much more enjoyable than not being in one. She may, after learning this, be equally satisfied, or even less satisfied, but this need not imply that it is less

---

8 This need not imply that people cannot make justified guesses about other people’s happiness. We may be justified in judging people in deprived circumstances to be unhappy, without having experienced it. Our imaginative powers are likely to be roughly reliable, especially if it comes to obvious misery. However, the QVE implies that when we experience something new, it changes how we evaluate our *own* happiness.
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According to Mill’s perspective that I want to defend here, such experiences can alter the way we evaluate our own happiness.

4. Mill’s qualitative perspective and SWB

QVE, if correct, poses a problem for ratability, in case lives are compared that are constituted by qualitatively different experiences. If correct, a person who believes herself to be unhappy may, in fact, be happier than a person who perceives herself as happy. In other words, if we use people’s own perception as a basis for judging happiness, people who have experienced few high pleasures would be judged overly optimistically. In order to meet ratability, people should not evaluate their current experiences differently purely on the basis of what they have experienced in the past. In order to meet ratability, the judgment of “very happy” for someone who has experienced few higher pleasures should correspond to the level of happiness of someone who has experienced a lot of higher pleasures and also judges herself to be “very happy”. However, if QVE is true, their judgments have different consequences for happiness, and they cannot be considered equally happy. This consequence is particularly clear on a lexicographical interpretation of qualities. In order to see this, consider the following objection to ratability from a lexicographical perspective:

1) There are lexicographical differences in the quality of experiences, such that some pleasurable experiences are lexicographically more pleasurable than others.
2) Because of this lexicographical difference, the difference between higher and lower pleasures can only be evaluated by those who have experienced both. (The lexicographical version of the Quality View of Experiences (QVE)).
3) Those who have experienced only lower pleasurable experiences are not able to evaluate the value of higher pleasurable experiences in the same way as those who have experienced both.
4) In order for self-reported SWB research to meet ratability, different subjects – or, depending on the research question, subjects over time – need to be able to evaluate the same pleasures in the same way.
5) Subjects who have experienced only the lower pleasures cannot evaluate higher pleasures in the same way as people who have experienced both.
6) SWB does not meet the ratability requirement.

On this objection, a qualitative hedonist would not accept that differences in SWB correspond to differences in happiness if there are qualitative differences in the experiences they have had. This may not be so surprising, nor may it be bothersome to an SWB researcher. The lexicographical interpretation of Mill’s view may be more acceptable to people who are critical of Bentham, but may not be an attractive position for SWB researchers. After all, arguably, Mill’s conception of higher and lower pleasures seems somewhat elitist: favoring some activities – typically those that people of higher classes would like – over others, on seemingly arbitrary grounds. Some SWB researchers have taken an explicit liberal stance on this issue. If a person playing simple video games says he is happy, a researcher should accept this person’s judgment. There is no reason to overrule it because the researcher finds this person’s judgment implausible. Martin Binder calls the liberal character of SWB an attractive normative feature of
SWB, as it avoids the danger of paternalism (Binder, 2014). SWB researchers may reject the lexicographical account and ignore the lexicographical QVE objection, because its first premise (1) is rejected.

Much of the work in the lexicographical QVE objection is done by the first two premises. However, on an epistemological interpretation of Mill’s view, QVE still follows, even if premises (1) and (2) are false. The beginning of the argument – the epistemological formulation of the QVE objection – would then be as follows:

1*) There are differences in the quality of experiences, such that knowing how long and intense a certain pleasurable experience is, is not sufficient to evaluate how pleasurable it is.

2*) Because differences in quality of experiences can only be known after they have been experienced, the difference between two qualitatively different experiences can only be evaluated by those who have experienced both (the epistemological version of the Qualitative View of Experience (QVE)).

The argument would continue in the same way as the lexicographical version of the objection. On this reading, a person who spends her days playing simple computer games (a modern variant of pushpin, perhaps) would be satisfied, and may believe herself to be very happy, but could only know if her life is happier than that of a poet, or scientist, when she has, in fact, experienced the life of a scientist or poet. As a poet or scientist has probably known the experience of playing a computer game, they are in a better position to evaluate both lives. The experiences are clearly different in kind. Knowing what it is like to spend your days playing computer games probably puts you in the position to evaluate how the pleasure of playing one hour compares to playing two hours. These are differences in quantity. However, it does not put you in the position to evaluate how the pleasure of playing video games compares to finishing a beautiful poem. This view of qualitative difference in pleasure comes with fewer problematic commitments than the lexicographical view. We need not presuppose that the pleasure of finishing a beautiful poem is infinitely, or lexicographically more pleasurable than playing computer games, in order to appreciate that the pleasures are different epistemically: experiencing one pleasure tells you little about experiencing the other. QVE is thus not committed to an elitist view that certain kinds of experiences are infinitely more enjoyable, despite them not feeling as such. At the same time, it is not committed to identify every person who says she is happy as indeed being happy, because it illustrates that people may have a perception of their own happiness that is contingent on their past experiences.

To sum up: Mill provides an account of happiness in which happiness is constituted by pleasure that seems richer and more plausible than Bentham’s account of happiness that is often cited in the SWB literature. However, Mill’s qualitative view and his perspective on happiness evaluation (QVE) clash with a fundamental assumption in current SWB research: ratability. While one reading of Mill’s view comes with its own difficulties, QVE can be formulated so that it relies only on a very commonsensical assumption that Mill stresses: some experiences can only be compared to others by those who have experienced both (1* and 2*).

---

9 As discussed above, within philosophical discourse there is also some debate about whether qualitative hedonism in its lexicographical interpretation is a coherent and plausible position to hold (Scarre 1997; cf Feldman 1995; Riley 1999).
5. Example: children and happiness

The literature on SWB is expansive and various. It is not fair to make general statements regarding the neglect of the qualitative perspective in pleasurable experiences in the literature. However, one example in which the qualitative perspective seems particularly relevant, but has not been sufficiently recognized, is the study of major life changes, in particular, that of becoming a parent. Perhaps surprisingly, the literature seems in agreement that the average effect of becoming a parent on happiness is negative or close to zero. In a review of the literature, Thomas Hansen (2012) describes a common “folk view” on parenting – that it makes parents happier – but argues that the empirical evidence points in the opposite direction. People generally do not become happier from having children, if we accept the evidence from SWB research. Others are milder in their judgment of the evidence, and report that happiness may be positively affected by having children, but only “under the right conditions” (Angeles, 2009). Does this count as sound evidence that becoming a parent does not make us (or most people) happier?

On Mill’s qualitative view this is problematic. Having children and not having children are qualitatively very different experiences. In fact, the two are so different, that it is hard to imagine what it is like to have children until we have them. This is exactly the point made in a recent article by Laurie Paul entitled “What you can’t expect when you’re expecting”. In her view, having children is an epistemically transformative experience:

At least in the normal case, one has a uniquely new experience when one has one’s first child. Before someone becomes a parent, she has never experienced the unique state of seeing and touching her newborn child. She has never experienced the full compendium of the extremely intense series of beliefs, emotions, physical exhaustion and emotional intensity that attends the carrying, birth, presentation, and care of her very own child, and hence she does not know what it is like to have these experiences. (2015, 8)

Some empirical evidence supports the claim that parents do not have clearly worse experiences in general, but have different experiences. Parents may experience more stress and less pleasurable moments, also when they are with their children, but nevertheless find their activities more rewarding and find more meaning in them (White & Dolan, 2009; Nelson et al., 2013). If Paul is correct in her judgment that having children is an experience that we cannot evaluate until we have experienced it, having children and not having children are qualitatively different experiences in the QVE sense. Consequently, on Mill’s QVE, asking people about their satisfaction or their rated happiness will not be informative about which of the two experiences produces more happiness. Based on the widespread view that children do make us happier, Hansen describes the finding that parents are not happy as paradoxical. However, on Mill’s perspective, the conclusion that there is a paradox does not follow. A possible way forward to judging the effect of parenting on happiness on Mill’s account would be to give evidential priority to the opinion of parents, perhaps by asking whether they believe their experiences have improved, or if they would want their old life back. After all, the parents seem to be the “competent judges,” having experienced both a childless life and a life

---

10 QVE does not imply that the common belief about parenting and happiness is correct. It merely implies that in cases where qualitatively different lives are compared, drawing conclusions about happiness on the basis of people’s self-assessment is problematic.
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6. Objections to the QVE objection

There are a number of possible objections to the claim that happiness is constituted by a combination of qualitatively different experiences whose contribution to happiness can only be judged after they have been experienced, and the problem I have argued this poses for SWB research.

A first objection may be that while ratability is often assumed in SWB studies, when more sophisticated statistical methods are used, the assumption can be relaxed without altering the results of SWB studies. This would be wrong. An influential paper about statistical methodology in SWB research is Ada Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Paul Frijters’s (2004) often-cited methodological contribution that derives important conclusions from Germany’s Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) on minimal assumptions about the structure of subjective wellbeing reports. Their statistical methodology assumes that people’s satisfaction reports have an individually fixed ordinal relationship to an underlying function (in their case, welfare). In other words, it does not assume that my 7 on a life satisfaction scale is equal to yours, but it does assume that my 7 this year is higher than my 6 last year. This statistical methodology is significant in reducing the measurement requirements of happiness or satisfaction data greatly. However, it still implies that if a person’s SWB score improves, so does her actual happiness, or wellbeing (see also Ferrer-i-Carbonell, 2002). On QVE, this assumption would be problematic in instances where people go through new experiences that alter their perspective. The problem goes deeper than statistical methodology. If QVE is correct, a person may evaluate happiness in a different manner now, than after having experienced something new. This goes to the heart of SWB research: a person rating her happiness lower than before may not be less happy.

A second objection may be that any view that presupposes that there are qualitatively better and worse pleasures is problematically paternalistic, even if these qualities are understood in a non-lexicographical way. This is probably a good objection against some of Mill’s examples, such as his view that poetry is better than pushpin. Presupposing such hierarchies on no clear evidential ground may be considered paternalistic. Nevertheless, these views should be separated from the more abstract view that there are differences in quality between pleasures. Mill might have been wrong about the former – poetry may not be better than pushpin – but right about the latter – qualitative differences do exist. Pushpin may be of higher quality than poetry. The quality of specific experiences could even differ between different people. For me pushpin may be qualitatively better, while for others poetry may be better than pushpin. The QVE is thus not based on the view that certain specific pleasures are of a higher quality, but only that there are qualitative differences between pleasures that make the comparison between them difficult if both have not been experienced.

7. Alternative views on happiness

Both Mill’s and Bentham’s conceptions of happiness are based on the view that happiness is constituted by pleasure. A possible defense of the QVE objection can be that it does not go

---

An assumption of such a methodology would be that a childless life is similar to that of the life of parents up to the moment they have children, and that having a child does not bias a person’s judgment about happiness. These assumptions may be false. If that would be so, it could turn out that the question of whether parents are happier than non-parents would not be empirically answerable.
through on alternative conceptions of happiness. However, what is important about the second formulation of the QVE objection is that it seems compatible with a number of different views on what constitutes happiness. Without subscribing to the view that some experiences feel infinitely more pleasurable than others, or are lexicographically more pleasurable, despite people not feeling infinitely more pleasure, it seems plausible that some experiences are harder to compare to others without having experienced both. Premises A* and B* in the argument are not based on a particular conception on happiness, but could apply to all conceptions of happiness that acknowledge that some form of experienced happiness can only be compared to others once they have been experienced. In order to avoid the problem QVE poses for ratability, SWB would require a conceptual view of happiness that would avoid having to commit to such qualitative differences in experiences.12

One alternative to hedonism is the view that happiness consists of an attitude towards your life: the life satisfaction view (e.g. Sumner, 1996) – a view that is popular among SWB researchers (see Haybron, 2007b). Mill seems to reject the view that attitudes are ultimately the constituents of happiness, as can be read in the distinction between happiness and contentment that he employs. Nevertheless, prima facie, it seems that an attitude view of happiness may avoid the epistemic formulation of the objection. If a person’s attitude towards life is all that matters to her happiness, why would it matter whether an attitude is based on higher or lower quality experiences?

While this objection stands, it does point towards a counter-intuitive conclusion of the life satisfaction view of happiness. Consider the same person from our earlier example who spends most of her time playing computer games. This person may have a good attitude towards her life. She likes her life as it is. However, at some point, she gets a purposeful job at which she flourishes, which changes her life in many ways. In the newly-gained perspective she feels that her old attitude towards the gaming life had been inappropriate, and feels that while she has similarly positive attitudes towards her new life now as she did in the past, she is now happier. On a strict interpretation of the life satisfaction view she would have to be mistaken. After all, if her attitude towards her life is roughly the same over time, then so would be her happiness. She cannot be wrong about the attitude she had in the past. This would seem highly counter-intuitive. If we would accept that attitudes can contribute differently towards happiness depending on their appropriateness, it would be conceptually possible that she is correct. However, we have now made the life satisfaction view of happiness vulnerable to QVE: the qualities of the experiences we have had can now affect the way we evaluate comparisons between different experiences, or different lives we lead. In other words, there are qualitative differences between experiences that are sufficient for QVE.

Another recently developed view maintains that happiness is an emotional state quality (Haybron, 2005). According to Daniel Haybron, happiness is not an experiential state, but describes our emotional state. We may be under stress, but not experience stress. In these cases, we are less happy than we would be if we were not under stress, but it is not due to a difference in pleasure. Does QVE still pose a problem to SWB on this conception of happiness? On a first look it might not. If our emotional state were independent of our experience, we would be left with the problem of QVE. However, once it is acknowledged that while pleasure may be unidimensional, pleasurable experiences are not, and that experiencing one pleasurable experience may alter your attitude towards others. On this view, pushpin and poetry may result in the same output – pleasure – but in order to know which of the two produces more, they need to be experienced.

---

12 The epistemic version of the QVE objection to ratability could even apply to a Benthamite conception of happiness, once it is acknowledged that while pleasure may be unidimensional, pleasurable experiences are not, and that experiencing one pleasurable experience may alter your attitude towards others. On this view, pushpin and poetry may result in the same output – pleasure – but in order to know which of the two produces more, they need to be experienced.
could see that the way we compare two emotional states would not depend on the qualities of the types of experiences that we have had. On the other hand, if we do evaluate our own emotional state, we are surely guided by our own experiences. Haybron himself is skeptical about our ability to know how happy we are on the grounds that we often fail to appreciate our emotional state (Haybron, 2007a). In his view, there are reasons to question ratability, independent of QVE. However, some of his reasons come close to Mill’s perspective. In an example, Haybron describes a person, Glen, who has lived in the city for years under severe stress, but always had the impression he was happy. But now he moves back to the rural town where he grew up. The stress falls from his shoulders and he now realizes that his life in the city was not so happy after all. What this person experienced seems to be easily described in terms of QVE. Glen experiences a new kind of experience – even though it is in some ways similar to his childhood, and he re-learns appreciating it: living a peaceful stressless life in the countryside. He now can fully appreciate the difference between two experiences: living a stressful life in the city, and a stressless one in the countryside, and judges the countryside life to be superior in quality.

8. QVE objection and adaptation

The QVE is by no means the first philosophical objection against the identification of SWB with happiness. In particular, the QVE objection seems to have some similarity to the adaptation argument introduced by Amartya Sen (Sen, 1985; see Qizilbash, 2006). Both objections are based on a discrepancy between satisfaction, or people’s own perception of their happiness, and their actual happiness. Mozaffar Qizilbash reads in the passages from Utilitarianism cited above the same view that Sen expresses when he discusses examples of people in deprived circumstances who nevertheless believe themselves to be happy, but clearly do not lead high-quality lives. Moreover, Qizilbash believes Mill’s view addresses Sen’s adaptation concerns. While I believe adaptation and Mill’s QVE address similar concerns, the points are different and QVE is more general. Originally, adaptation was formulated as a problem regarding people who changed their preferences due to the unavailability of a preferred option, which is a narrow and specific problem. Moreover, the term “adaptation” itself seems to suggest that it applies only after a change in desires, preferences, or ability to be happy. QVE need not involve such change. A person may have low aspirations, and be content with low pleasures, only because that person has never had the experience of higher pleasure. If anyone adapts, in Mill’s examples, it is the person who learns to appreciate the higher pleasures. For Mill, examples of people who are content with little do not illustrate that they have adapted, but they illustrate that they have not fully developed their desires. The QVE objection to SWB is thus more general. Consider, for instance, the example of the gamer discussed above. In the example, the gamer is both satisfied and needs not to have adapted aspirations. However, as I argued, on Mill’s account there is still a difference in happiness between her life as a gamer and her later life as a person with a successful career. In brief, the adaptation problem illustrates a problem with the satisfied that have decreased their aspirations; the QVE objection illustrates a problem with the satisfied that have never developed their aspirations.

There is another important difference in relevance to the current literature between the two problems. While the adaptation argument has been argued to be empirically falsified, as people do not, in fact, adapt to deprived circumstances (e.g. Helliwell & Barrington-Leigh, 2010), the same could not be said for the QVE objection.
9. Conclusion and discussion

In this essay I have presented and assessed a perspective found in Mill’s *Utilitarianism* that illustrates a problem for taking self-reported SWB as sufficient evidence for happiness, in particular, in cases that involve qualitatively different experiences. While the argument is inspired by Mill’s qualitative view on hedonism, it is broadly compatible with a variety of plausible views on happiness. I have argued that the problem is based on plausible foundations. Out of the currently most prominent views on happiness, only on some Benthamite and life satisfaction views of happiness can the charge be avoided. However, given the charges of superficiality that have been raised against such views, we should wonder if happiness is still a prudentially interesting concept if we accept them.

The argument presented in this essay presents a problem for the measurement of happiness by means of SWB, in particular, in contexts involving happiness comparisons on the basis of SWB between qualitatively different experiences. Nevertheless, my aim in this paper is not to criticize the SWB project as a whole. Happiness is an important feature of our lives – arguably the most important feature. It deserves to be treated in its full depth, but it also deserves to be studied. The QVE objection indicates a limit of SWB research. There are important ways in which the QVE objection can help SWB move forward. Firstly, there is a large variety of cases in which the rating of the enjoyment of experiences is not affected by the QVE objection. A straightforward example is the question of whether watching television or going to the cinema is more enjoyable to a certain group of people. The QVE objection does not seem to apply to the usage of SWB research for answering this question. In so far as watching television and going to the cinema are qualitatively different, the differences can be appreciated by those who have experienced both. The QVE objection thus helps to clarify which questions can and which questions cannot be answered by means of SWB methodology. By doing so, the QVE objection does not only indicate problems for SWB research, but also provides a stronger foundation for applications of SWB to which the QVE objection does not apply.

Another way in which the QVE may be helpful relates to the large number of puzzles and paradoxes that are characteristic of the SWB literature (e.g. Deaton & Stone, 2013). Just like in the case of parenting discussed above, the QVE objection may help explain certain paradoxical results. Lastly, I hope the QVE will inspire new empirical ways to research happiness. Following Mill, people with a rich experiential basis could be an important source of knowledge about happiness. As Haybron’s example of Glen illustrates, studying how people experience transitions between qualitatively different lives may be an important source of information about how happy different lives are. It may be that qualitatively different experiences should be addressed by means of different research methodologies. Happiness is a complex concept, and studying it will never be easy. However, awareness of the limitations of existing methods will ultimately bring the field of study forward.
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